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Abstract
In 1997 Lampert and Slater introduced parallel knock-out schemes, an iterative process on graphs that goes through several rounds.
In each round of this process, every vertex eliminates exactly one of its neighbors. The parallel knock-out number of a graph is the
minimum number of rounds after which all vertices have been eliminated (if possible). The parallel knock-out number is related to
well-known concepts like perfect matchings, hamiltonian cycles, and 2-factors.
We derive a number of combinatorial and algorithmic results on parallel knock-out numbers: for families of sparse graphs (like
planar graphs or graphs of bounded tree-width), the parallel knock-out number grows at most logarithmically with the number n of
vertices; this bound is basically tight for trees. Furthermore, there is a family of bipartite graphs for which the parallel knock-out
number grows proportionally to the square root of n. We characterize trees with parallel knock-out number at most 2, and we show
that the parallel knock-out number for trees can be computed in polynomial time via a dynamic programming approach (whereas in
general graphs this problem is known to be NP-hard). Finally, we prove that the parallel knock-out number of a claw-free graph is
either inﬁnite or less than or equal to 2.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Lampert and Slater [4] introduced the following parallel knock-out procedure for graphs: on every vertex v of an
undirected graph, there is a person standing. Every person selects precisely one other person that stands on an adjacent
vertex. Then all the selected persons (vertices) are knocked out (deleted) simultaneously, and the whole procedure is
repeated with the surviving vertices. The procedure terminates, as soon as there are survivors that do not have any
neighbor left to knock out. For instance, on the path v1 − v2 − v3 − v4 − v5 it may happen that the persons on v1 and
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v3 both decide to knock out the person on v2, that v2 and v4 both decide to knock out v3, and that v5 knocks out v4.
Then v1 and v5 are the survivors of this round, and the procedure terminates.
Formally, let G = (V ,E) be an undirected, simple, loopless graph. We refer to [2] for undeﬁned terminology. For
convenience we allow (∅,∅) as a graph, and call it the empty graph. We denote by N(v) the set of all neighbors of
vertex v (not including the vertex v itself). A KO-selection is a function f : V → V with f (v) ∈ N(v) for all v ∈ V .
If f (v) = u, we will sometimes say that vertex v knocks out or eliminates vertex u, or that (in the language of chip
ﬁring games) vertex v ﬁres at vertex u. For a KO-selection f, we deﬁne the corresponding KO-successor Gf of G as
the subgraph of G that is induced by the vertices in V − f (V ); this situation will be denoted by GGf . Note that
every nonempty graph G without isolated vertices has at least one KO-successor.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in the question whether for a given graph G, there exists a sequence of
KO-selections and KO-successors such that
GG1G2 · · ·Gr = (∅,∅).
If no such sequence exists, then the parallel knock-out number of the graph G is inﬁnite, and we write PKO(G) = ∞.
Otherwise, we deﬁne the parallel knock-out number PKO(G) of G as the smallest number r for which such a sequence
exists. A graph G is called KO-reducible if and only if PKO(G) is ﬁnite.
A sequence of KO-selections that transform a KO-reducible graph into the empty graph is called a KO-reduction
scheme. A single step in this sequence is called a round of the KO-reduction scheme.
It has been announced by Lampert and Slater [4] that it is an NP-complete problem to decide whether a given graph
is KO-reducible. The complexity of deciding whether PKO(G)k (or PKO(G) = k) for some ﬁxed value k2 that is
not part of the input has been studied in [1]. Both problems turn out to be NP-complete for any ﬁxed k2. It is not
difﬁcult to check that a graph G has PKO(G) = 1 if and only if G contains a spanning subgraph consisting of a number
of mutually disjoint cycles and matching edges, which is sometimes called a [1, 2]-factor. The problem of deciding
whether PKO(G)= 1 is polynomially solvable; the equivalent formulation yields a folklore problem appearing in many
standard books in combinatorial optimization. The equivalence also shows that the concept of the parallel knock-out
number is related to well-known concepts like perfect matching, 2-factor, and hamiltonian cycle.
2. Results of this paper
We derive a number of combinatorial and algorithmic results around parallel knock-out numbers. In Section 3 we
observe that for families of sparse graphs (like planar graphs or graphs with bounded tree-width), the parallel knock-out
number (if ﬁnite) grows at most logarithmically with the number n of vertices. Furthermore, we construct a family
of bipartite graphs for which the parallel knock-out number grows proportionally to the square root of n. Our upper
bound result on sparse graphs is basically tight for trees (up to a constant factor): Section 4 presents a corresponding
lower bound construction. In Section 5 we characterize trees with parallel knock-out number at most 2. This involves
a condition analogous to Hall’s condition for the existence of matchings in bipartite graphs. Section 6 investigates
the algorithmic behavior of the parallel knock-out number for trees: it can be computed in polynomial time via a
dynamic programming approach. This seems to be one of the rare cases where a dynamic program for trees does not
immediately carry over to the bounded tree-width classes: a key ingredient of our dynamic program for trees is the
reduction to a number of polynomially solvable bipartite matching problems; for higher tree-widths, these bipartite
matching problems have no natural polynomially solvable analogues. Section 7 turns to claw-free graphs: if G is
claw-free and PKO(G)<∞, then PKO(G)2. If G is claw-free and (G)2, then PKO(G)2; the lower bound on the
minimum degree cannot be weakened. We ﬁnish the paper with some open problems.
3. Upper and lower bounds
We start with a general upper bound on the parallel knock-out number (if ﬁnite) of relatively sparse graphs. In fact,
the proof below shows that this is an upper bound on the number of rounds in any KO-reduction scheme for such
graphs.
Lemma 1. Let > 0 be a ﬁxed real number. Let G be a KO-reducible graph all of whose induced subgraphs H satisfy
|E(H)| |V (H)|. Then PKO(G)4 · log2|V |.
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Proof. Consider a KO-reduction scheme for an n-vertex graph G that satisﬁes the conditions of the lemma. We
claim that after 4 rounds, the number of surviving vertices goes down by at least a factor of two. Suppose oth-
erwise. Then for 4 rounds, the number of vertices is at least n/2. In every round, each of these n/2 vertices
ﬁres along some edge, an edge can be used in at most one round, and every edge is used by at most two vertices.
Hence, in every round at least n/4 edges are removed from the graph, and so after 4 rounds the graph would be
without edges. This proves our claim. The statement in the lemma now follows by induction, using that every in-
duced subgraph of G that is the KO-successor of G in a KO-reduction scheme for G, satisﬁes the conditions of the
lemma. 
Lemma 1 can be used to get logarithmic upper bounds e.g., for planar graphs and for graphs of bounded tree-
width. Our next result deals with an upper bound on the parallel knock-out number of complete bipartite
graphs.
Lemma 2. Let 1ab. Then the complete bipartite graph Ka,b is KO-reducible if and only if b 12a(a + 1). If this

















Proof. In Ka,b the a vertices on one side of the bipartition will be called the left vertices, and the other vertices will be
called the right vertices. Suppose Ka,b is KO-reducible. In each round of some KO-reduction scheme at least one of
the still present xa left vertices will be eliminated and in the same round the x left vertices can eliminate at most x
vertices from the right, so in total over a rounds the left vertices can eliminate at most a+ (a−1)+· · ·+1= 12a(a+1)
right vertices. Hence we have proved one half of the ﬁrst part of the lemma. The other half follows from the second
part (i.e., from the fact that PKO(Ka,b) is ﬁnite if b 12a(a + 1)). The situation after r rounds of some KO-reduction
scheme is fully speciﬁed by the number ar of surviving left vertices and by the number br of surviving right vertices.
The initial situation is described by a0 = a and b0 = b. We will denote the expression in the right-hand side of (1) by
F(a, b). We will ﬁrst show that PKO(Ka,b)F(a, b) and then that PKO(Ka,b) = F(a, b).
It can be veriﬁed that F(a, a)=1 and F(a, b)2 if ba+1. Hence F(a, b)=1 implies a=b. Since PKO(Ka,a)=1,
these cases indeed satisfy PKO(Ka,b)F(a, b), and from now on we will assume F(a, b)2. Let k=F(a, b)−2, and
consider the following KO-reduction scheme: if k1, in the ﬁrst k rounds all right vertices ﬁre at the same left vertex,
and all left vertices ﬁre at pairwise distinct right vertices; for r=1, . . . , k this yields ar =ar−1−1 and br =br−1−ar−1,
which is equivalent to ar = a − r and br = b− r a + 12 r(r − 1). It can be shown that ak < bk2ak − 1 holds: in fact, k
is chosen as the ﬁrst value of r for which br2ar − 1, and F(a, b) is chosen accordingly. The KO-reduction scheme
continues as follows: for k0, in the (k + 1)th round, all right vertices ﬁre at the same left vertex, whereas the left
vertices ﬁre at bk − ak + 1 distinct right vertices. This yields ak+1 = bk+1 = ak − 1. In the (k + 2)th round, the left and
right vertices ﬁre at each other in pairs. This shows PKO(Ka,b)F(a, b).
Next, consider Ka,b with 1a <b 12a(a + 1). For any integer t with 0 ta − 1, we deﬁne g(a, t) =
a + (a − 1)+ · · · + (a − t). It is routine to check that F(a, g(a, t))= t + 1, and that F(a, b)= t + 2 for g(a, t)< b
g(a, t + 1) with ta − 2. Clearly, if b>g(a, t), then PKO(Ka,b)> t + 1, by similar arguments as before: in each
round at least one of the x left vertices is eliminated and in the same round the x left vertices can eliminate at most
x right vertices. It now follows that t + 1< PKO(Ka,b)F(a, b) = t + 2 if g(a, t)< bg(a, t + 1), so PKO(Ka,b) =
F(a, b) for all b with ab 12a(a + 1). 
Our last result in this section gives another logarithmic upper bound for the parallel knock-out number for a class of
sparse graphs, namely trees. Again this is an upper bound for the number of rounds in any KO-reduction scheme for
trees, as can be seen from the proof below.
Lemma 3. If an n-vertex tree T is KO-reducible, then PKO(T )log3 n.
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Proof. The proof is done by induction on n. In fact, we prove the stronger claim that max(T )log3 n. The statement
trivially holds for n= 2 (max(T )= 1) and n= 3 (not KO-reducible). For the inductive argument, consider an arbitrary
tree on n vertices, and let T1, . . . , Ts be the (connected) components of some KO-successor of T in a KO-reduction
scheme for T. Clearly, we have
max(T )1 + max{max(T1), . . . ,max(Ts)}. (2)
Everyvertexv in somecomponentTk (1ks)must have eliminated somevertexv′ /∈V (Tk), and every such eliminated
vertex v′ itself must have ﬁred at another vertex v′′ /∈V (Tk). It is easy to verify that distinct vertices u and v in Tk yield
pairwise distinct vertices u′, v′, u′′, and v′′, using the fact that there are no cycles in T. Therefore, Tk contains at most
n/3 vertices. By plugging this into (2), we complete the proof. 
4. Trees with high parallel knock-out numbers
It is routine to check that for all KO-reducible paths Pn, PKO(Pn)2, and that equality holds for all odd n7. By
this observation, one would perhaps be inclined to think that all KO-reducible trees have a bounded parallel knock-out
number. This is not the case. In this section we will construct trees with arbitrarily high parallel knock-out numbers. The
construction is illustrated in Fig. 1 and done inductively via the following two sequences 〈Y1, Y2, . . .〉 and 〈Z1, Z2, . . .〉
of rooted trees:
• The tree Y1 consists of a root with one child (Y1 is a rooted P2).
• The tree Z1 consists of a root with one child and one grandchild (Z1 is a rooted P3).
• For 2, the tree Y consists of a root r and  disjoint subtrees. The ﬁrst  − 2 of these subtrees are copies of
the rooted trees Z1, . . . , Z−2; the last two of these subtrees are copies of Z−1; r is adjacent to the roots of the 
subtrees.
• For 2, the tree Z consists of a root r and  subtrees. These subtrees are copies of the rooted trees Y1, . . . , Y; r
is adjacent to the roots of the  subtrees.
We are about to show that PKO(Y)=, butweﬁrst prove some auxiliary results on possible sequences ofKO-selections





Fig. 1. The tree Y3.
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Lemma 4. For every 1, there exists a sequence of  KO-selections that transforms Y into the empty graph. For
every 1, there exists a sequence of  KO-selections that transforms Z into a one-vertex tree that consists of the root
of Z.
Proof. We prove both statements simultaneously by induction on . For  = 1, we let the two vertices in Y1 eliminate
each other simultaneously, and we let the root of Z1 ﬁre at its child, and let the child and the grandchild ﬁre at each
other.
We use the following scheme for Y with 2. The  subtrees Z1, . . . , Z−2, Z−1, Z−1 that are attached at the
children of the root use the sequence of KO-selections that exist by the inductive claim. In round k with 1k − 1,
the root of Y ﬁres at the root of the subtree Zk (and makes this subtree disappear completely). In the ﬁnal round , the
root of Y and the root of the last subtree Z−1 eliminate each other simultaneously.
We use the following scheme for Z with 2. The  subtrees Y1, . . . , Y that are attached at the children of the
root use the sequence of KO-selections that exist by the inductive claim. In round k with 1k, the root of Z ﬁres
at the root of the subtree Yk and makes this subtree disappear completely. After round , the root of Z is the only
survivor. 
In the next lemma we use the term rooted maximal subtree T ′ of a tree T to indicate that the leaves (i.e., vertices
with degree 1) of T ′ are also leaves in T.
Lemma 5. Let T be a rooted tree that contains Y (respectively Z) as a rooted maximal subtree. Let r denote the root
of Y (respectively, of Z). Assume furthermore that T is KO-reducible. Then in every KO-reduction scheme for T the
following statements hold:
(a) In the ﬁrst  rounds, the root r of Y ﬁres at its  children.
(b) In the th round, the root r of Y is eliminated by one of its  children.
(c) The root r of Z is not eliminated by any of its children.
(d) If the root r of Z is still alive in round  + 1, then it will ﬁre at its father.
Proof. We prove all four statements (a)–(d) simultaneously by induction on . In Y1, the leaf ﬁres at the root in the
ﬁrst round. The leaf can only be eliminated, if the root ﬁres at it in the ﬁrst round. This proves (a) and (b) for  = 1. In
Z1, the child and the grandchild must ﬁre at each other in the ﬁrst round. If the root survives the ﬁrst round, it can only
ﬁre at its father in the second round. This proves (c) and (d) for  = 1.
Proofs of statements (a) and (b) for 2: The children of r form the roots of certain subtrees Zk . By the inductive
assumption of statement (c), these children are not eliminated by their own children. Hence, they all must be elim-
inated by r, and r must stay alive for the ﬁrst  rounds. By the inductive assumption of statement (d), the roots of
Zk (1k − 2) must be eliminated in the ﬁrst  − 2 rounds. In rounds  − 1 and , the roots of the two subtrees
Z−1 must be eliminated; this proves (a). Moreover, by (d), in round  the last surviving child of r eliminates r; this
proves (b).
Proofs of statements (c) and (d) for 2: The children of r form the roots of certain subtrees Yk . Now it is important
that we have treated Y ﬁrst. By the inductive assumption of statements (a) and (b), these children only eliminate their
own children, and eventually are eliminated by their own children. This proves (c). Since the root r is not eliminated
by any of its children, it must be eliminated by its father. If r is still alive in round  + 1, it will ﬁre at its last surviving
neighbor, and this neighbor must be the father. This proves (d). 
We now have the ingredients to show that there exist KO-reducible trees with arbitrarily high parallel knock-out
number. This next result also shows that the upper bound in Lemma 3 is essentially best possible.
Theorem 6. For arbitrarily large n, there exists KO-reducible n-vertex trees T with PKO(T ) = (log n).
Proof. According to Lemma 4, PKO(Y), and according to Lemma 5(b), the root of Y is still alive in round  − 1
of any KO-reduction scheme for Y, so PKO(Y). This yields PKO(Y)= . It can be shown by induction that Y has
at most (2 + √2)/√2 vertices, and that Z has at most (2 +
√
2) vertices. 
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U1
U2
Fig. 2. Two vertices with the same triplet.
5. Trees with low parallel knock-out numbers
Recall that KO-reducible paths have parallel knock-out number at most 2. In this section we will characterize trees
with parallel knock-out number at most 2. This involves a condition analogous to Hall’s condition for the existence of
matchings in bipartite graphs. Here for a graph G and a matching M in G, a vertex v ∈ V (G) is called M-saturated
(or just saturated if M is understood) if v is matched to another vertex of G by an edge of M. A path P in G is called
M-alternating if the edges of P are alternately in M and E(G)\M .
We will start with an easy but useful observation, which in fact holds for arbitrary graphs.
Lemma 7. Let T be a tree that has no matching saturating all leaves of T. Then PKO(T ) = ∞.
Proof. If T is KO-reducible, then in the ﬁrst round of any KO-reduction scheme for T every leaf v ﬁres at its unique
neighbor u. If u does not ﬁre at v in the ﬁrst round, then after the ﬁrst round v is an isolated vertex, which is not possible.
Hence, if T is KO-reducible there is a matching containing one edge incident with each leaf of T. 
Now suppose T is a KO-reducible tree, and choose a matching M of maximum cardinality subject to the condition
that it saturates all leaves. The following statement is obvious:
PKO(T ) = 1 if and only if M is a perfect matching. (3)
Assuming that M is not a perfect matching we consider the set U of unsaturated (unmatched by M) vertices. Clearly,
U in an independent set and by standard arguments from matching theory, the choice of M implies there are no M-
alternating paths between pairs of vertices of U. For a vertex u ∈ U , a u-triplet is a P3 (i.e., a path on three vertices) in
T − U with the property that one of the leaves of the P3 is adjacent to u and the other leaf has degree at least 2 in T.
Fig. 2 shows two vertices u1 and u2 that have the same (unique) triplet, as indicated.
Since u is not saturated by M, and since by the choice of M there are no M-alternating paths between u and another
vertex that is unsaturated by M, this P3 is an M-alternating path with two saturated leaves in T. Let T (u) denote the set
of u-triplets of u ∈ U in T − U . Note that, with respect to a ﬁxed matching M in a tree, a P3 can be a u-triplet and a
v-triplet for two distinct vertices u and v of U, but that in such cases u and v are adjacent to the same end vertex of the
P3. We say that a u-triplet and v-triplet are M-disjoint if they do not share an edge of M and the end vertex of one of
the triplets is not the starting vertex of the other triplet. For a subset S ⊆ U , a set T (S) of S-triplets is a set of pairwise
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M-disjoint u-triplets over all u ∈ S in T − U . A tree T is called Hall-perfect if it has a matching saturating all leaves
and for some maximum matching M with this property we have that either M is a perfect matching or
|T (S)| |S| for all S ⊆ U , (4)
where U is the set of unsaturated vertices of T. (The term Hall-perfect is chosen because of the well-known condition
|N(S)| |S| for every S ⊆ X for the existence of a matching saturating all vertices of X in a bipartite graph with
bipartition X, Y . This condition is often referred to in literature as Hall’s condition).
With the help of the above concepts we are now ready to characterize all trees with parallel knock-out number at
most 2.
Theorem 8. A tree T is Hall-perfect if and only if PKO(T )2.
Proof. If T is a Hall-perfect tree, we can give a KO-reduction scheme with one or two rounds. By (3), one round
sufﬁces if and only if M is a perfect matching. Suppose M is a matching satisfying (4). By Hall’s Theorem on matchings
in bipartite graphs, this implies we can assign p = |U | distinct pairwise M-disjoint U-triplets to the vertices of U, one
vi-triplet for each vi ∈ U ={v1, . . . , vp}.We can use the following KO-reduction scheme for each vi and its associated
vi-triplet given by the vertices ui, wi, xi of the P3, where ui is a neighbor of vi . In the ﬁrst round, for each i, vi ﬁres at
one of the other neighbors (vi is not a leaf), ui ﬁres at wi , and wi ﬁres at xi ; the matching edges of M that are not part
of a vi-triplet are used to eliminate all other saturated vertices (except for all ui): they pairwise eliminate each other by
ﬁring along the matching edge. In the second round the edges viui are used to eliminate all remaining vertices. Note
that two triplets are allowed to intersect at their xi-vertices.
For the converse, suppose T can be eliminated in at most two rounds. If T needs only one round, we are done since
by (3) this implies T has a perfect matching. Now suppose T needs exactly two rounds. Then in the second round the
edges of a matching N between the remaining vertices after the ﬁrst round are used to mutually eliminate their incident
vertices. Let us consider the edges uivi of this matching N. Each ui has ﬁred at a vertex xi = vi of T in the ﬁrst round;
at xi starts a (directed) path Qi =xi1 . . . xiti of length at least one with the property that xis ﬁres at xis+1 in the ﬁrst round(s = 1, . . . , ti − 1), and xiti ﬁres at xiti−1 . Similar paths Ri = yi1 . . . yiri exist for the vertices vi . Clearly, Qi and Ri do
not intersect (since T is a tree), and none of uj , vj is on Qi or Ri (since uj and vj survive the ﬁrst round). We denote
by Puivi the (undirected) path consisting of Qi , Ri , uivi and the edges uixi1 and viyi1 . We denote by M∗ the matching
that pairwise matches the vertices of T that are on none of the paths Puivi and that mutually eliminate each other in the
ﬁrst round. Finally, we denote by Puivi the subpath of Puivi that is vertex disjoint from the other paths Puj vj .
Suppose that the two rounds in the KO-reduction scheme are chosen in such a way that |N | is as small as possible.
We call this number the second round size of T. We make a number of useful observations.
(i) Puivi has even length.
Proof: Otherwise Puivi has a perfect matching, and all vertices on this path can be eliminated in the ﬁrst round
without affecting the elimination scheme for the other vertices, contradicting the choice of N.
(ii) IfQi (respectivelyRi) has odd length, thenPuivi has amatching such thatui (respectively vi) is the only unsaturated
vertex and viyi1yi2 (respectively uixi1xi2 ) is a ui-triplet (respectively vi-triplet) with respect to this matching.
Proof: This follows from (i) and the observation that Ri (respectively Qi) has length at least 2.
If |N | = 1, then (i) and (ii) together yield that T is Hall-perfect. Now assume |N |2 and that all trees with PKO = 2
and a smaller second round size are Hall-perfect.
Let F denote the forest obtained from T − V (M∗) by deleting all edges of N. Clearly, in F there is at most one path
between {ui, vi} and {uj , vj }.
(iii) We can choose the labels {ui, vi} in such a way that there are no paths in F between any ui and vj with i = j .
Proof: Let F(u1) denote the component of F containing u1. Relabel (if necessary) all vi in F(u1) by ui and the
corresponding ui by vi . Now let F(v1) denote the component of F containing v1 (with the new labels). Relabel
all ui in F(v1) by vi ; do the same for all F(vj ) such that uj ∈ V (F(u1)). Then continue with components F(ui)
with ui ∈ V (F(vj )), etc. Repeating the procedure for different components of F it is not difﬁcult to see that we
can obtain a labeling with the desired property.
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By (iii) and since T contains no cycles, there exists a pair {ui, vi} with the property that Qi or Ri neither intersects
with any other Qj nor Rj . Without loss of generality, let {u1, v1} be a pair such that Q1 does not intersect with any
other Qj or Rj . By (i), Pu1v1 has even length. Since Q1 and u1v1 are vertex disjoint parts of it, the length of Pu1v1 is
at least 4. Denote by v′1 the end vertex of Pu1v1 that is not an end vertex of Q1. Let T ′ = T − V (P u1v1). Clearly, the
KO-reduction scheme for T restricted to the vertices of T ′ is a KO-reduction scheme for T ′. Since the components of
T ′ have a smaller second round size than T, by the induction hypothesis, all components of T ′ are Hall-perfect, with a
corresponding matching M ′. Let M1 be a matching in Pu1v1 that only leaves v′1 unsaturated. Extend M ′ with the edges
of M1. Then the new matching has the desired properties to show that T is Hall-perfect. 
6. A dynamic program for trees
For paths it is particularly easy to determine their parallel knock-out numbers: one can easily check that PKO(Pn)=1
if n is even, PKO(Pn)= 2 if n7 is odd, and that PKO(Pn)=∞ for n= 1, 3, 5. For general trees, it is already a lot more
complicated, but it is still tractable.
In this section, we describe a polynomial time algorithm for computing the parallel knock-out number of a tree T. By
Lemma 3, PKO(T ) is either inﬁnite, or it is bounded from above by log3 n, where n denotes the number of vertices
in T. Without loss of generality we assume that n3.
We root the tree T in an arbitrary vertex called ROOT. We denote by T (v) the maximal subtree of T that is rooted
at vertex v. If v = ROOT, there is some edge ev that connects v to its father fv . We are interested in the behavior of
KO-reduction schemes inside of the subtrees T (v): for v = ROOT, the only interaction between T (v) and T − T (v)
occurs along the edge ev , and there is at most one round during which this edge ev can be used. If ev is used, then it is
either ﬁred upwards (the child v ﬁres at the father fv), or downwards (the father ﬁres at the child), or both ways (father
and child simultaneously ﬁre at each other).
For every vertex v = ROOT and for every r=1, . . . , log3 n, we deﬁne three boolean predicates UP[v; r], DOWN[v; r],
and BOTH[v; r]: the predicate UP[v; r] (respectively DOWN[v; r], respectively BOTH[v; r]) is true, if there exists a KO-
reduction scheme for T (v), in which in round r the edge ev is ﬁred upwards (respectively downwards, respectively
both ways). Moreover, for every vertex v (including the root), we introduce a boolean predicate NONE[v], which is true
if there exists a KO-reduction scheme for T (v) which does not interact with vertices outside of T (v); for v = ROOT
this means that the edge ev is not used at all.
We compute the values of all these predicates by working upwards through the tree, starting in the leaves and ending
in the root. By similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 7, for every leaf vL, we have BOTH[vL; 1] = true and
DOWN[vL; 1] = UP[vL; 1] = NONE[vL] = false. Moreover, for all r2 the three predicates UP[vL; r], DOWN[vL; r],
and BOTH[vL; r] are false. For non-leaf vertices v, the computation of the predicates is described in the following four
lemmas.
Lemma 9. For every non-leaf v ∈ V (T ) and for every r =1, . . . , log3 n, the value of DOWN[v; r] can be determined
in polynomial time.
Proof. Let v be a non-leaf vertex with children v1, . . . , vd and father fv . What does it mean that DOWN[v; r] is true?
Since the father fv ﬁres in round r along the edge ev , vertex v is eliminated in round r. In the ﬁrst r rounds, vertex v
must have ﬁred at r of its children. In the ﬁrst r − 1 rounds, none of the children has ﬁred at vertex v. In round r, some
of the surviving children of v may ﬁre at v. In later rounds, none of the children can ﬁre at v.
We model this situation via a bipartite auxiliary graph: the left vertex class in this bipartite graph has d vertices that
correspond to the children v1, . . . , vd . The right vertex class of the bipartite graph has d vertices that correspond to the
possible ways the d edges between vertex v and its children are used in r rounds of a KO-reduction scheme, as follows:
• For k = 1, . . . , r − 1 there is one edge that is used downwards during round k. We label a corresponding vertex in
the bipartite graph by (DOWN, k).
• There is one edge along which v ﬁres in round r. We label a corresponding vertex in the bipartite graph by the two
labels (DOWN, r) and (BOTH, r).
• The remaining d − r edges may be ﬁred upwards in round r, or they are not being used at all. We label d − r
corresponding vertices in the bipartite graph by the two labels (UP, r) and (NONE).
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The edges in the bipartite graph are deﬁned as follows:
• If a vertex x in the right class has a label (DOWN, k) (respectively (UP, k), respectively (BOTH, k)), and if DOWN[vi; k]=
true (respectively if UP[vi; k]= true, respectively if BOTH[vi; k]= true), then the bipartite graph has an edge between
x and the vertex corresponding to vi in the left class.
• Analogously, if a vertex x in the right class has a label (NONE) and if NONE[vi; k] = true, then the bipartite graph has
an edge between x and the vertex corresponding to vi in the left class.
There are no other edges in the auxiliary graph. It can be seen that DOWN[v; r] is true if and only if the auxiliary
graph contains a perfect matching. The existence of a perfect matching can be decided in polynomial time by standard
methods. 
Lemma 10. For every non-leaf v ∈ V (T ) and for every r = 1, . . . , log3 n, the value of UP[v; r] can be determined
in polynomial time.
Proof. Let v be a non-leaf vertex with children v1, . . . , vd and father fv . If UP[v; r] is true, then vertex v ﬁres in round
r upwards along the edge ev . Therefore, vertex v must stay alive until it is eliminated in some round sr . In the rounds
1, 2, . . . , r − 1 and r + 1, . . . , s, vertex v must have ﬁred at its children. In the ﬁrst s − 1 rounds, none of the children
has ﬁred at vertex v. In round s, some of the surviving children of v may ﬁre at v.
Hence, if we are given the value of s, then we can model this situation as a bipartite matching problem pretty much
the same way as we did in the proof of Lemma 9. To ﬁnd the value of UP[v; r], we simply test all possible values for
s = r, r + 1, . . . , log3 n. UP[v; r] is true if and only if at least one of these bipartite auxiliary graphs has a perfect
matching. 
Lemma 11. For every non-leaf v ∈ V (T ) and for every r=1, . . . , log3 n, the value of BOTH[v; r] can be determined
in polynomial time.
Proof. Once again, let v be a non-leaf vertex with children v1, . . . , vd and father fv . If BOTH[v; r] is true, then vertex
v and its father fv eliminate each other in round r. In the rounds 1, 2, . . . , r − 1 vertex v must have ﬁred at its
children, whereas none of the children has ﬁred back at v. In round r, vertex v does not ﬁre at its children, whereas
some of the surviving children of v may ﬁre at v. This problem can be modeled and solved as a bipartite matching
problem too. 
Lemma 12. For every non-leaf v ∈ V (T ), the value of NONE[v] can be determined in polynomial time.
Proof. If NONE[v] is true, then vertex v is eliminated by one of its children in some round s with 1slog3 n. In
the ﬁrst s − 1 rounds, vertex v must have ﬁred at its children, whereas none of the children has ﬁred back at v. In round
s, vertex v ﬁres at a child, and some of the surviving children of v may ﬁre at v. We test all possible values for s, and
solve the corresponding bipartite matching problems. 
If NONE[ROOT] is true in the end, thenT is KO-reducible. To ﬁnd the exact value of PKO(T ), we remember the smallest
number s in the proof of Lemma 12 for which a perfect matching exists. A perfect matching in a bipartite graph with 
vertices and  edges can be found in O(
√
) time (see, e.g., [7, p. 15]). Our algorithm faces matching problems with
O(n) vertices and O(n2) edges, and altogether there are O(n log2 n) matching problems to be solved. This yields the
following theorem.
Theorem 13. The parallel knock-out number of an n-vertex tree T can be computed in O(n3.5 log2 n) time.
We note that, in contrast to the situation in many optimization problem areas, the dynamic program for trees that is
presented here does not carry over to graphs of bounded tree-width, since the intrinsic polynomial problem of obtaining
a perfect matching in an auxiliary bipartite graph has no polynomial time analogue if we move from trees to graphs
with tree-width at least 2.
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7. Claw-free graphs
We now turn to claw-free graphs, i.e., graphs that contain no K1,3 as an induced subgraph. This is a well-studied
class of graphs, especially with respect to algorithmic and structural properties. We refer to [3] for an excellent survey
paper on claw-free graphs.
Claw-free graphs admit perfect matchings and 2-factors under rather mild conditions. We give two examples of
known results. Sumner [9] and Las Vergnas [6] independently proved that every connected claw-free graph on an even
number of vertices has a perfect matching. Ryjácˇek [8] proved that a connected claw-free graph on an odd number
n3 of vertices has a spanning subgraph consisting of disjoint matching edges and odd cycles whenever at most one
vertex has degree one.
It is natural to consider conditions that guarantee a low parallel knock-out number in a claw-free graph. Clearly, the
above results together imply the following result involving the minimum degree (G) of the vertices of G.
Theorem 14. Let G be a claw-free graph with (G)2. Then PKO(G)2.
It is easy to give examples showing that we cannot omit the degree condition in the above result. One could try to
replace the minimum degree condition by the weaker condition that every vertex with degree 1 has a neighbor with a
high degree, but this does not work either. Consider e.g., the claw-free graph G obtained from a complete graph Kk
(k2) by adding k − 1 new vertices and k − 1 matching edges saturating all new vertices. One easily checks that
PKO(G) = ∞.
We next point out and prove a perhaps more surprising result. Unlike the situation with trees, as was the case
with paths, any claw-free graph has the property that either its parallel knock-out number is inﬁnite or it is at
most 2.
Theorem 15. Let G be a KO-reducible claw-free graph. Then PKO(G)2.
To prove the above theorem, we will show that we can ﬁnd a suitable KO-reduction scheme for a KO-reducible
claw-free graph, namely one in which after the ﬁrst round a (claw-free) graph is left whose vertex set can be partitioned
into sets inducing P2s and C3s. In order to show this, we need the following useful observation.
Lemma 16. The vertex set of a claw-free graph without isolated vertices can be partitioned into sets inducing P2s,
P3s and C3s.
Proof. It clearly sufﬁces to prove the lemma for connected graphs. Let G be a connected claw-free graph and let P
be a partition of V (G) into sets containing 1, 2 or 3 vertices, chosen in such a way that the subgraphs induced by the
sets of P contain as few isolated vertices as possible. If there are no isolated vertices at all, we are done, so suppose v
is an isolated vertex. Then, by the choice of P, all neighbors of v are vertices of degree 2 in the induced subgraphs on
3 vertices, and also by the choice of P, these subgraphs are P3s (if there was a C3 among them, we could deﬁne two
sets on 2 vertices inducing P2s instead of v and the C3). We conclude that v and a set of 3 vertices in P containing a
neighbor of v together induce a K1,3 in G, a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 15. Let G be a claw-free graph with PKO(G)<∞. If PKO(G) = 1, we are done, so we may
assume PKO(G)2. Let H denote the subgraph of G induced by the vertices that remain after the ﬁrst round of a
KO-reduction scheme for G. Then H is claw-free, hence contains a partition P as in the above lemma. We assume
that the (ﬁrst round of the) KO-reduction scheme has been chosen in such a way that among the induced subgraphs
induced by the sets of P there are as few as possible P3s. We complete the proof by showing that there are in fact
no P3s among them, hence all vertices of H can be eliminated in the second round. This last step in the proof is by
contradiction.
Assume one of the subgraphs induced by a 3-set {u, v,w} of P is a P3, with edges uv and vw, hence uw /∈E(G).
Assume v has ﬁred at a vertex y in the ﬁrst round. Since G is claw-free, we may assume uy ∈ E(G). Now redeﬁne
the ﬁrst round by letting v ﬁre at w instead of y. If y survives the ﬁrst round, we obtain a C3 instead of P3, otherwise
a K2. 
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8. Discussion
We derived a variety of combinatorial and algorithmic results on the parallel knock-out number of bipartite graphs,
trees, and claw-free graphs. We answered a number of questions, but there remain many open problems on parallel
knock-out numbers.We conclude the paper by listing some of these questions. The most important question is probably
to settle the following conjecture:
The square-root conjecture for parallel knock-out schemes. Every n-vertex graph G satisﬁes either PKO(G) = ∞
(if it is not KO-reducible) or PKO(G)< 2√n (if it is KO-reducible).
It has been announced by Lampert and Slater [4] that computing the parallel knock-out number is NP-hard. However,
the special case of deciding whether PKO(G) = 1 is straightforward. The complexity of deciding whether PKO(G)k
(or PKO(G) = k) for some ﬁxed value k2 that is not part of the input has been studied in [1]. Both problems turn out
to be NP-complete for any ﬁxed k2.
We gave an O(n3.5 log2 n) algorithm for computing the parallel knock-out number of an n-vertex tree. Is there a
substantially faster algorithm for this problem, with a time complexity of, say, O(n log n) or O(n2)? Can we avoid
the computation of perfect matchings in auxiliary bipartite graphs while computing PKO(T ) for a tree T? Can we then
generalize such a method to graphs of bounded tree-width? In [1], it has been shown that both aforementioned decision
problems can be formulated in monadic second order logic, implying that there is a polynomial algorithm to solve them
for graphs with bounded tree-width.
We showed that the parallel knock-out number of a claw-free graph is either inﬁnite or bounded by 2. Does the
following generalization of this result hold: the parallel knock-out number of a K1,k-free graph is either inﬁnite or
bounded by k − 1?
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